
 

40 states settle Google location-tracking
charges for $392M
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In this June 15, 2017 photo, people walk inside the Oculus in New York. Google
has agreed to a $391.5 million settlement with 40 states in connection with an
investigation into how the company tracked users’ locations. State attorneys
general announced the settlement Monday, Nov. 14, 2022 calling it the largest
multistate privacy settlement in U.S history. Credit: AP Photo/Frank Franklin II,
File
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Search giant Google has agreed to a $391.5 million settlement with 40
states to resolve an investigation into how the company tracked users'
locations, state attorneys general announced Monday.

The states' investigation was sparked by a 2018 Associated Press story,
which found that Google continued to track people's location data even
after they opted out of such tracking by disabling a feature the company
called "location history."

The attorneys general called the settlement a historic win for consumers,
and the largest multistate settlement in U.S history dealing with privacy.

It comes at a time of mounting unease over privacy and surveillance by
tech companies that has drawn growing outrage from politicians and
scrutiny by regulators. The Supreme Court's ruling last month ending the
constitutional protections for abortion raised potential privacy concerns
for women seeking the procedure or related information online.

"This $391.5 million settlement is a historic win for consumers in an era
of increasing reliance on technology," Connecticut Attorney General
William Tong said in a statement. "Location data is among the most
sensitive and valuable personal information Google collects, and there
are so many reasons why a consumer may opt-out of tracking."

The AP reported that many Google services on Android devices and
iPhones store users' location data even if they've used a privacy setting
that says it will prevent Google from doing so. Computer-science
researchers at Princeton confirmed these findings at the AP's request.

Storing such data carries privacy risks and has been used by police to
determine the location of suspects.

The AP reported in 2018 that the privacy issue with location tracking
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affected some 2 billion users of devices that run Google's Android
operating software and hundreds of millions of worldwide iPhone users
who rely on Google for maps or search.

The attorneys general who investigated Google said a key part of the
company's digital advertising business is location data, which they called
the most sensitive and valuable personal data the company collects. Even
a small amount of location data can reveal a person's identity and
routines, they said.

Google, which is part of Mountain View, California-based Alphabet
Inc., uses the location information to target consumers with ads by its
customers, the state officials said.

The attorneys general said Google misled users about its location
tracking practices since at least 2014, violating state consumer protection
laws.

As part of the settlement, Google also agreed to make those practices
more transparent to users. That includes showing them more information
when they turn location account settings on and off and keeping a
webpage that gives users information about the data Google collects.

The shadowy surveillance brought to light by The AP troubled even
some Google engineers, who recognized the company might be
confronting a massive legal headache after the story was published,
according to internal documents that have subsequently surfaced in
consumer-fraud lawsuits.

Arizona Attorney General Mark Brnovich filed the first state action
against Google in May 2020, alleging that the company had defrauded its
users by misleading them into believing they could keep their
whereabouts private by turning off location tracking in the settings of
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their software.

Arizona settled its case with Google for $85 million last month, but by
then other attorneys general in several other states and the District of
Columbia had also pounced on the company with their own lawsuits
seeking to hold Google accountable for its alleged deception.

© 2022 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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